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The futurist starship must use quantum electrodynamics principles in the design of a reactor to the electro-anti-gravitational movement and displacement of a vehicle of electromagnetic type considering the production and transfer of Eddy currents on their structure to microscopic level and the self-levitation/self-suspension effects that are obtained with the iso-rotations of an component of the proper vehicle. But these effects through certain QED (Quantum Electrodynamics)-Lie electromagnetic space create an enveloping electro-anti-gravitational of the vehicle permitting their sustentation through magnetic levitation. The corresponding wrapping around the vehicle is a fermionic Fock space derived from the application of the QED-Lie electromagnetic tool. The result is a ship whose behavior is very similar to a sidereal object or also to a particle (under other special principles in physics), since the same QED effects could be developed under several photonic and spintronic principles. However, the fundamental energy of the vehicle must be created in the reactor through a Bose-Einstein condensation, whose domain of the QED-transformations on the space produce the different actions as magnetic levitation, electromagnetic impulse, etc.
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